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Experiments were onduted using the X2 expansion tube at two onditions repre-
sentative of ight veloities of 10.0 km/s and 12.2 km/s for a vehile entry into Earth's
atmosphere. Calibrated spetral measurements were made of radiating shok layers
aross and through the surfae of a model. These measurements provide a unique
dataset for the validation of omputational odes used in the alulation of inident
VUV radiative heat ux. Computational simulations at equilibrium gas hemistry were
onduted using the Speair program and showed good agreement with the measure-
ments.
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Nomenlature
Ap = Aperture
AIN = Inlet Area
AOUT = Outlet Area
C = Cirle of Confusion / Conentration / Condutane
CCD = Charge Coupled Devie
∆ = Shok Stand O
m˙ = Mass Flow Rate
f = Foal Length
FN = F-number
Ho = Total enthalpy
hs = Sensible enthalpy
I = Integrated Spetral Radiane / Signal Intensity
ICCD = Intensied Charge Coupled Devie
λ = Wavelength
ρ = Density
s = Optial Path Length
t = Time
U = Veloity
V UV = Vauum Ultraviolet
x = Length of Model
y = Height of Model
′
= Post Shok Properties
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I. Introdution
A major design hallenge for re-entry apsules lies in the modelling of onvetive and radiative
heat transfer to the surfae of a vehile, and the vauum ultraviolet (VUV) spetral range ontributes
a signiant portion of the total radiative heat ux. The VUV spetral range is also responsible
for the largest unertainties and this is predominantly due to the lak of available experimental
data, leading to large safety fators in the design of thermal protetion systems [1℄. At some high
veloity points on superorbital re-entry trajetory, over 50% of the total heat ux an be radiative,
prinipally from the vauum ultraviolet (VUV) spetral range between 100 nm and 200 nm [2℄. To
redue the assoiated unertainties in the design of thermal protetion systems, it is neessary to
better understand the physial proesses behind radiative heat transfer at these wavelengths.
Whilst radiative heating for hypersoni raft has been an area for signiant researh for over 60
years, there is minimal experimental data available in the VUV spetral range. One of the reasons
behind this lak of data is the additional omplexity involved in measuring VUV radiation. High
vauum systems are required to remove moleular oxygen and water vapour from the optial path
to allow for transmission of VUV radiation. Standard optial omponents do not transmit at these
wavelengths and therefore speialised rystals suh as magnesium uoride and alium uoride are
required.
A study of 15 failities employed to obtain spetral measurements in radiating ow elds,
representative of re-entry shok layers, revealed that only four failities are urrently apable of
measuring radiation in the VUV: the shok tunnels at NASA and JAXA, the X2 expansion tube at
the University of Queensland and the indutively oupled plasma torh at Eole Centrale Paris, as
shown in Table 1 [3-22℄. The ar-jet at NASA was used in 1997 to obtain measurements in the VUV
through the surfae of a helium ooled model [3℄. However this system was only alibrated to within
a fator of two and the free stream gas was altered too severely in the ar-jet to be representative of
free stream ow experiened in ight. The ow of helium also disabled the formation of a boundary
layer and disrupted the shok layer signiantly.
All of the failities urrently apable of measuring VUV spetra, other than the X2 expansion
tube, observe a shok wave or slug of radiating gas as it passes aross a viewing port in standard
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Table 1 Emission spetrosopy apabilities of various failities around.
Wavelength VUV UV VIS NIR IR
Range (nm) <200 200-390 390-700 700-1100 >1100
Shok Tunnels and Expansion Tubes
EAST [4, 5℄ x x x x x
HVST [6℄ x x x x
X2 [79℄ x x x x
X3 [7℄ x x x
LENS XX [10℄ x x x
Plasma Wind Tunnels and ARC Jets
NASA ARC [3, 11℄ x x x x
Siroo [12, 13℄ x x x
Plasmatron [13, 14℄ x x x
DLR L3K [13, 15℄ x x x
IRS PWK [16℄ x x x
Onera F4 [13, 17℄ x x x
Plasma Torhes
EM2C ICP [18, 19℄ x x x x x
PHEDRA [13, 20, 21℄ x x x
Ballisti Ranges
HFFGAF [13, 22℄ x x x
operating mode. This does not allow for a model to be plaed in the ow and radiation to be
measured through a boundary layer, restriting observations to aross the shok layer. Consequently,
the radiation measured as the shok wave or radiating gas rosses the eld of view is used to validate
omputational programs and the data extrapolated to alulate inident radiation. The aim of this
study was to produe a set of measurements observing radiation aross a shok layer and ompare
it with the radiation measured through the surfae of the model. This unique data set will enable
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investigation into the validity of urrent methods used to predit inident radiative heat ux to the
surfae of a vehile in the VUV spetral range.
II. Faility Desription
The X2 faility at The University of Queensland is a free piston, ompressed gas driven expansion
tube apable of produing ows with enthalpies in exess of 75MJ/kg for test times in exess of
100µs. A range of ongurations is possible for this faility, suh as the use of detahable nozzles,
additional driver setions and a range of orie plates to vary the internal diameter at the primary
diaphragm. For this study, a single driver tube with a 208mm nozzle onguration as shown in
Figure 1 was used. A full desription of the faility is available in Gildnd et al. [23℄.
Fig. 1 Shemati of the X2 expansion tube onguration used for this study. ST1-3 and AT1-6
PCBs are the shok tube and aeleration tube pressure transduers.
A. Operating Conditions
Two onditions with free stream veloities of 9.7 km/s and 11.9 km/s were produed for this
study and are outlined in Table 2. Previous experimental data and basi shok wave relations,
as outlined in Gildnd [24℄, were utilised to ompute the ll pressures required. These estimates
were tested by the numerial simulation ode Pitot [25℄ to alulate ow onditions at equilibrium
hemistry using the CEA look up tables [26℄.
The free stream onditions produed in the expansion tube are of signiantly higher temper-
atures than those experiened in ight. The inreased temperatures result in a portion of the free
stream energy being stored as sensible enthalpy (hs). To math post shok ight temperatures, the
total enthalpy, Ho, must be equivalent at ground testing free stream onditions. This equivaleney
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Table 2 Free stream test onditions alulated using Pitot and available measured values.
Condition 1
Parameter Calulated Measured
Primary shok veloity (km/s) 4.76 4.70 ±0.12
Seondary shok veloity (km/s) 9.57 9.60 ±0.30
Stati pressure at nozzle entry (Pa) 4,710 5,000 ±750
Pitot pressure (kPa) 115 115 ±12
Test gas veloity (km/s) 9.71 N/A
Test gas temperature (K) 2,500 N/A
Test gas Mah number 10.6 N/A
Test gas density (kg/m3) 1.26×10−3 N/A
Test gas enthalpy (MJ/kg) 50.3 N/A
Test gas stati pressure (Pa) 930 N/A
Condition 2
Parameter Calulated Measured
Primary shok veloity (km/s) 5.64 5.70 ±0.15
Seondary shok veloity (km/s) 11.7 11.50 ±0.40
Stati pressure at nozzle entry (Pa) 4,460 7,000 ±1800
Pitot pressure (kPa) 135 140 ±28
Test gas veloity (km/s) 11.8 N/A
Test gas temperature (K) 2,800 N/A
Test gas Mah number 11.9 N/A
Test gas density (kg/m3) 1.00×10−3 N/A
Test gas enthalpy (MJ/kg) 74.5 N/A
Test gas stati pressure (Pa) 870 N/A
allows for a orrelation between expansion tube free stream veloity, U∞, and ight equivalent
veloity, Ue.
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Ho = hs +
U2
∞
2
=
U2e
2
(1)
Using this energy balane, the onditions produed for this study math high radiative heating
points on a Lunar return and a Mars return trajetory with 10.0 km/s and 12.2 km/s ight equivalent
veloities.
To validate the alulated free stream values from Pitot, the primary shok wave veloity,
seondary shok wave veloity, stati pressure at the inlet of the nozzle and pitot pressure measured
at the exit of the nozzle were ompared with experimental values. Pitot pressures were obtained
in the test setion using an array of 15 degree onial glaning impat pressure probes in a rake
formation, as shown in Figure 2 [24℄. Using the rake formation, it was possible to measure a radial
distribution of the pitot pressures and ensure the ore ow produed was large enough to house the
entire model. Detailed design and testing of the onial pressure probes is outlined in Gildnd [24℄.
The results of the Pitot alulations and omparisons with experimental measurements are shown
in Table 2.
Fig. 2 Pitot rake arrangement with onial glaning pressure probes for onditions testing.
The primary shok wave veloity, seondary shok wave veloity and pitot pressure measured
at the exit of the nozzle were in good agreement with the alulated values as shown in Table 2.
The stati pressure at the entry of the nozzle was also in good agreement for Condition 1 but lay
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just outside the bounds of unertainty for Condition 2. The ause of this disrepany is urrently
being investigated.
The temporal resolution of the pitot probes allowed for an estimate of the steady test time
ahieved by the onditions. An indiator of steady test time is time between the arrival of the test
gas until the arrival of the higher pressure under-expanded gas. Figure 3 presents the measured
pitot pressure values at both onditions. From these results, test times of 150µs and 100µs were
estimated for Conditions 1 and 2 respetively.
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Fig. 3 Average ore ow pitot pressures measured for two shots at both onditions. Estimated
test time for Condition 1 is 50 µs to 200 µs and estimated test time for Condition 2 is 50 µs to
150 µs.
III. Experiment Design
A simple two dimensional blunt model was used to redue omputational omplexities in sim-
ulating the model, produe a large shok stand o, drive ows loser to equilibrium, and allow for
the use of at windows without disruption to the surfae shape of the model. Consequently it had
a simple onguration of a 25mm tall, 90mm long retangular bar. The height of the model was
the minimum possible to house available stok size magnesium uoride windows and the length of
the model was set to utilise the entire ore ow available. The aspet ratio produed by this shape
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was 3.6.
An estimate of the shok stand o is neessary to selet the desired optial magniation of
the foussing system. Literature desribing the variation of three-dimensional shok stand o as a
funtion of aspet ratio is available for blunt ylindrial shapes [27℄ however none was found for a
at faed model. A rst order approximation was arried out using a simplied three-dimensional
shok layer region and the onservation of mass priniple. The approximately planar nature of the
shok wave over the model allowed for the shok region to be modelled as a retangular shok layer,
as shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4 Left - Side on view of idealised two-dimensional shok stand o. Right - Three dimen-
sional view of idealised region used for mass ow balane.
The shok stand o, ∆, an be estimated by equating the mass ow into the shok layer through
fae A, and out of the shok layer through faes B to E, noting that the model ats as a boundary
to the ow.
m˙IN = ρUAFaceA = m˙OUT = ρ
′
U
′
AFacesB toE (2)
where ρ
′
and U
′
are the post shok density and veloity. Substituting AFaceA = x y and
AFacesB to E = 2(x∆+ y∆), the shok stand o relationship equates to
∆3D =
ρU x y
ρ
′
U
′ 2 (x+ y)
(3)
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In the 2D ase, x>>y and therefore x+y an be approximated to x, giving
∆2D =
ρU x y
ρ
′
U
′ 2 x
(4)
Taking the ratio of the two shok stand o estimates gives
∆3D
∆2D
=
ρU x y
ρ
′
U
′ 2 (x+ y)
ρ
′
U
′
2 x
ρU x y
(5)
∆3D
∆2D
=
x
x+ y
(6)
By substituting the aspet ratio, AR, the relationship an be further simplied
substituting AR =
x
y
(7)
∆3D
∆2D
=
AR
AR+ 1
(8)
A plot of this relationship is shown in Figure 5 for aspet ratios between 0.1 and 20. The aspet
ratio produed by the model used in this study is 3.6 and was predited to reate a shok stand o
that is 76% of the idealised two-dimensional value. Based on preliminary simulations, this redued
shok stand o is expeted to still be greater than the length sale required to reah equilibrium
hemistry for both onditions.
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Fig. 5 First order approximation of shok stand o orretion for varying aspet ratio square
bodies in supersoni and hypersoni ow.
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A. Through Surfae Spetral Measurements
Experiments have previously attempted to measure radiation inident of the surfae of the
model through the use of helium ooled windows or optial bres embedded in the surfae of a
model with limited suess [3, 28℄. The use of helium to atively ool the front fae of the window
produed disruptions in the boundary layer and onsequently resulted in a shok layer that was not
representative of one experiened in ight. Experiments arried out to investigate the possibility of
using optial bres embedded in the surfae of a model were unsuessful due to the high temperature
shok layer ausing the ladding to ablate and altering the properties of the bre. An approah
of this type was onsidered for this study however the signal losses through an optial bre in the
VUV spetral range ruled out their appliability at the shorter wavelengths of interest.
An operational advantage of using a pulsed faility suh as X2 is that test times are in the
order of hundreds of miroseonds and thus models do not require ative ooling. This enables a
simpler design of the model and negates the need for ooling gases that ould interfere with the
shok layer. Magnesium uoride was seleted as the material for the windows as it provided the
best thermal and optial properties aross the spetral range of interest [29℄. Based on the thermal
expansion oeients and material strength properties, it was alulated that the windows ould
withstand the high temperatures during the test time but it was expeted that the unsteady ow
and driver gas arrival after the test time ould heat the windows enough to damage the surfae nish
and inuene the transmission properties. Observations made with a high speed imaging amera
during an X2 experiment were onduted to validate these alulations and it was found that all
windows maintained strutural integrity during the test time [30℄. The subsequent arrival of the
under expanded test gas and driver gas region aused signiant strutural damage to the windows
whih onsequently had to be replaed after eah test.
The optial system was designed to take radiation inident on the model to an external detetion
system through the use of a mirror installed in a high vauum housing behind the model and an
evauated light tube, as shown in Figure 6. The model was positioned 150mm upstream from the
mirror housing assembly to ensure there would be no interferene from shok waves forming over
the housing and onneted through an evauated light tube. Pitot and stati pressure probes were
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installed on the top of the mirror housing, out of the plane of the model, for additional diagnosti
apabilities.
Edge of test section
High vacuum
light tube
Turning mirror
Nozzle exit
Model
Fig. 6 Top down view of high vauum path to model with mirror housing assembly and
pressure probes.
B. Aross Surfae Spetral Measurements
Measurements were also onduted to observe radiation aross the surfae from side on to
the ow, as generally onduted in other radiation experiments. A partiular onern for these
measurements is absorption by moleular oxygen in the test setion outside the ore ow. To
eliminate this absorption, an evauated light tube was employed. The light tube was sealed by a
`fene' housing a magnesium uoride window 10mm from the model. The role of the fene was to
produe an aute angled shok wave that would dissoiate the moleular oxygen in the ore ow
diretly in front of the viewing window whilst ensuring the disruption was small enough not to aet
the shok layer formed over the model. An annotated image of the arrangement during testing is
shown in Figure 7. The Lu et al. [31℄ absorption ross-setions for moleular oxygen were used
to alulated the absorption in the 10mm gap between the window and the model. The level of
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absorption was found to be less than 2% due to the small size of the gap, relatively low pressure of
the free stream gas and the partially dissoiated state of oxygen within the test gas.
Fig. 7 Annotated top down image aquired during the test time illustrating the shok wave
reated by the fene not interating with the shok layer around the model. The observational
window position is entred upstream of the surfae of the model at a distane of 10mm.
C. VUV Emission Spetrosopy System
The spetrosopy system established for this study onsisted of a MPherson NOVA 225 normal
inidene spetrometer with a foal length of 1.0m oupled to an Andor iStar generation 2 ICCD
with enhaned sensitivity in the VUV spetral range. The iStar generation 2 amera has an 18mm
S20 UV enhaned photoathode utilizing P43 phosphor. The slit width was set to 25µm for this
study and the instrument funtion was found to be 0.20 nm full width half maximum for the system
inferred from the 121.5 nm deuterium lamp spetral line. The sensor of the ICCD onsisted of
512 pixels in the spatial diretion and 2048 pixels in the wavelength diretion. Combined with
the dispersion of the grating, a theoretial resolution of 0.06 nm/pixel an be ahieved for this
spetrosopy system.
A 300 lines/mm grating installed in the system allowed for spetra to be reorded over a 60 nm
range in eah experiment. The wavelength region seleted for this study was 115 nm to 175 nm.
Data was initially aquired between 175 nm and 200 nm but has been omitted from this study due
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to high levels of iron and arbon ontamination in this spetral region. The lower spetral bound
of 115 nm was set by the system sensitivity limit.
1. External Foussing Optial System
Two independent optial systems were required to image the radiating shok layer onto the en-
trane slit of the spetrosopy system. Initial two-dimensional omputational simulations predited
shok stand os of 7.1mm and 7.4mm for the two onditions respetively, indiating shok stand
os of approximately 5.4mm and 5.6mm for the three-dimensional ow over the model based on
the 2D/3D shok stand o orrelation alulated. Consequently, the magniation of the optial
system was set to image 7.8mm on the 6.7mm spatial axis of the ICCD, resulting in approximately
370 pixels imaging the shok layer. A limiting aperture of 10.0mm was plaed on a foussing mirror
with a foal length of 500mm to ensure a depth of eld overing the 90mm model. The irle of
onfusion was alulated using the relationship found in Pedrotti [32℄ and found to be 0.35mm. The
depth of eld required for through surfae measurements was muh smaller and therefore a larger
aperture of 30.0mm was utilised to inrease the signal strength. The irle of onfusion alulated
for the through surfae optial system was 0.10mm for a depth of eld of 8.5mm. The nal details
of both optial systems designed are presented in Table 3 and a shemati shown in Figure 8.
Table 3 Details of optial systems produed.
Optial path Aross surfae Through Surfae
Foussing mirror to model entreline (mm) 1088 ±1 1088 ±1
Foussing mirror to slit (mm) 925 ±1 925 ±1
Total optial path (mm) 2013 ±2 2013 ±2
Aperture (mm) 10.0 ±0.3 30.0 ±0.3
F-Number 50.0 ±1.0 16.7 ±0.8
Depth of eld (mm) 90.0 ±3.0 8.5 ±1
Calulated irle of onfusion (mm) 0.35 0.10
Magniation 0.85 0.85
A high vauum hamber was designed to house optial omponents in an environment void of
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Fig. 8 Imaging optis to observe radiation aross and through the surfae of the models.
Image drawn to sale.
VUV absorbing moleular oxygen and water vapour. To aid the evauation proess, the hamber was
designed to have a minimal internal volume and made from 304 grade stainless steel to redue out
gassing [33℄. The spetrometer was mounted to align the spatial axis of the spetrosopy system with
the stagnation streamline. The spetrometer, optial hamber and test setion were oupled with
standard vauum bellows that absorbed any movement of the test setion during the experiment.
2. High Vauum Pressure Requirements
The vauum pressure required to remove absorption by moleular oxygen and water vapour out
gassing from the walls was alulated using the absorption oeients from Lu [31℄ for 115 nm to
180 nm in air, Yoshino [34℄ for the moleular oxygen Shumann-Runge bands between 180 nm and
197 nm and Mota [35℄ for water vapour between 115 nm and 194 nm. The transmission perentages
as a funtion of wavelength over an optial path of one metre at varying pressures of air and water
vapour are presented in Figure 9. It was onluded that pressures in the order of 10
−4
Torr or 10
−2
Pasal were required to remove any signiant absorption from moleular oxygen in air and any
possible absorption through a build up of water vapour from out gassing.
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Fig. 9 Transmission perentage of VUV radiation through 1.0m of air (top) and water vapour
(bottom) at varying pressures and room temperature.
3. Calibration
Calibration of the emission spetrosopy system was onduted using a deuterium alibration
lamp alibrated at the Physikalish-Tehnishe Bundesanstalt [36℄. The alibration lamp was pro-
vided with a known spetral radiane and was used to ondut an in-situ alibration. This approah
aounts for any variation in alignment, aperture size, transmission and reetane of optial ele-
ments from the given values as they are all in the optial path during alibration and an experiment.
Care was taken in the alignment of the spot size to ensure the image of the lamp was entred
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on the spetrometer slit. Any variation from this position would produe errors in the reorded
intensity and onsequent alulations of system sensitivity. The system sensitivity as a funtion of
wavelength was alulated by
system sensitivity(λ) =
ICCD ounts
lamp spetral radiane
(9)
The nal measured system sensitivity for both optial systems is displayed in Figure 10. The
aross surfae optial system had a omparatively lower sensitivity as they were made with UV
fousing mirror, instead of a VUV enhaned mirror. A VUV enhaned foussing mirror was not
available at the time of the aross surfae measurements.
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Fig. 10 Final system sensitivity measured for both optial systems.
4. Spetrosopy System Unertainty Analysis
Brandis [37℄ outlines the ve terms most inuential in alulating the level of unertainty in
emission spetrosopy are the radius of the aperture, distane to the aperture, the width of the
radiating slug of gas, optial magniation and optial losses. As the shok layer is formed over
models with preise dimensions, the width of the radiating shok layer is known aurately and
the edge eets an be aounted for through optial imaging using the high speed amera and
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omputational simulations. The other four unertainties are features of the foussing optial system.
Through the use of an in-situ alibration, all of these unertainties are aounted for as all of the
omponents are alibrated with any imperfetions that they may ontain. Consequently the emission
spetrosopy system unertainty is limited to the unertainty of the alibration lamp itself and these
values are outlined in Table 4.
Table 4 Relative unertainty of the alibration lamp [36℄.
Spetral Range (nm) Spetral Bandwidth (nm) Relative Expanded
Unertainty (k=2)
116.0 - 120.4 0.8 14%
120.6 - 122.6 0.8 36%
122.8 - 170.0 0.8 14%
172.0 - 410.0 1.6 7%
IV. Results
A raw image reorded on the ICCD amera during an experiment is shown in Figure 11 and
shows wavelength on the horizontal axis and spatial distribution on the vertial axis. The intensity
of the radiation inident on eah pixel is reorded in the form of ounts. Through the identiation
of known spetral lines and the measured dispersion of the grating, it is possible to onvert the
horizontal pixel position to wavelength.
The amera ounts are onverted to spetral radiane by rst subtrating a dark frame, remov-
ing bakground ounts produed due to eletroni and thermal noise. The onversion to spetral
radiane is then arried out using Equation 9 to produe the result presented in Figure 12.
The spatial loation was alibrated using an alignment tool with a known aperture, baklit
at the loation of the model. The orientation of eah image is suh that the shok front appears
towards the top of the image and the model edge towards the bottom. The shok stand o distanes
for Condition 1 and Condition 2 were measured using the spatial axis of the spetrometer and found
to be 5.1±0.3mm and 5.5±0.3mm respetively, agreeing well with the predited values based on
simulations and the 2D/3D orrelation. A short region of radiation is measured ahead of the shok
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Fig. 11 Raw image aquired on the ICCD observing aross the surfae of the model at Con-
dition 2.
front. Possible auses for this radiation are preursor radiation, ontaminants radiating in the free
stream ow and small perturbations of the shok front during the exposure time of ICCD, whih
was a maximum of 40µs.
Integration of the aquired spetral radiane over the full spetral range produes a radiane
prole as a funtion of spatial position along the stagnation streamline, as shown in Figure 12b.
This allows for the seletion of a spatially uniform emission region over whih the spatially resolved
spetrum an be averaged to provide a high signal to noise ratio.
The approah outlined was applied to all spetral measurements obtained in the expansion tube
and the measured values of through surfae and aross surfae spetral radiane are presented in
Figures 15 and 16 for Conditions 1 and 2 respetively.
A. Spetral Line Identiation
The National Institute of Standards and Tehnology spetral line database [38℄ was used to
identify eah spetral line, as shown in Figure 13. The dominant radiating partile was found to be
atomi nitrogen with small ontributions from atomi oxygen and hydrogen. Contaminants found
in the spetra obtained inlude arbon, aluminium and hydrogen. Carbon and iron are repeatedly
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Fig. 12 (a) - Calibrated image aross observing aross the surfae at Condition 2. (b) - Spatial
distribution of reorded emission and spatial region averaged aross. Shok front towards top
of image and model surfae towards bottom. () - Spatially averaged spetrum produed.
observed in spetra and the soure is believed to be the walls of the expansion tube. The soure
of the aluminium ontamination is the seondary diaphragm. Small fragments from the seondary
diaphragm are able to enter the test gas ow as the diaphragm is positioned downstream of the test
gas at the time of ring. Whilst only vaporised aluminium is able to aelerate fast enough to be in
the radiating shok layer during test time, the intensity with whih it radiates in the VUV makes
its spetral lines apparent in the spetrum. Spetral regions ontaining ontaminants were omitted
from the remaining analysis but have been retained for future analysis.
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Fig. 13 Chemial speies responsible for eah spetral line observed.
B. Repeatability Study
A repeatability study was onduted for the aross surfae optial path at Condition 1. The
evauated light tube was removed for the repeatability study to onserve windows and onsequently
the optial path was sealed at the edge of the test setion. Provided the free stream onditions and
test setion pressure remained onsistent between experiments, the level of absorption between the
model and the edge of the test setion would remain onstant. This absorption was not quantied
as it was not required for a measure of system repeatability but ould be signiant.
Spetral results of the repeatability study, shown in Figure 14, indiate repeatability of the
measured spetral radiane to within 15% aross the wavelength range for all spetral lines. Inte-
grated values normalised by one of the tests are presented in Table 5 and show a variane in total
integrated spetral radiane of 12% from the average.
C. Datasets Produed
Figures 15 and 16 provide the nal datasets produed by this study with the regions ontain-
ing ontaminants subtrated from the spetra. Two spetra are provided for eah experimental
onguration to highlight the repeatability of the measurements.
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Fig. 14 Results from repeatability study of Condition 1 aross the VUV range.
Table 5 Total integrated ounts and normalised integrals for Condition 1 when observing
aross the surfae of the model.
Experiment Total Integrated Counts (x10
3
) Normalised By the Average
Experiment 1 381 0.95
Experiment 2 408 1.02
Experiment 3 449 1.12
Experiment 4 368 0.92
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Fig. 15 Comparison of aross surfae and through surfae spetral measurements at Condition
1. Regions with ontaminants set to zero.
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Fig. 16 Comparison of aross surfae and through surfae spetral measurements at Condition
2. Regions with ontaminants set to zero.
V. Analysis
The integrals of spetral radiane measured through both optial systems allow for a orrelation
between radiation observed aross the 90mm model in the uniformly radiating region and the
radiation inident on the surfae observed through the 5.5mm shok stand o. Suh a orrelation
provides a test bed for omputational analysis and validation of measurements made aross shok
waves in a shok tube being applied to the design of thermal protetion systems. The integrated
spetral radianes between 115 nm and 180 nm for both optial paths and onditions are presented
in Table 7.
For Condition 1, the intensity of the inident radiation measured was approximately a quarter
of that measured in the uniformly radiating region when observing aross the shok layer. For the
seond faster ondition, this fration inreased to almost one third. The depth of radiating ow
eld is 90mm for aross surfae measurements and 5.5mm for the through surfae measurements,
resulting in a ratio of approximately 0.06. The measured spetral radiane ratios are signiantly
higher than the ratio of depths of radiating ow elds and this is believed to be due to the strongly
self-absorbing nature of VUV radiation.
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Table 6 Total VUV radiative heat ux measurements aross the surfae in the uniformly radi-
ating region and inident on the surfae having passed through the boundary layer. Spetral
radiane integrated between 115 nm and 180 nm.
Condition 1
Experiment 1 Experiment 2
Aross Surfae (W/cm2sr) 28.8±4.0 30.8±4.3
Through Surfae (W/cm2sr) 7.7±1.1 7.2±1.0
Ratio 0.27±0.05 0.23±0.04
Condition 2
Experiment 1 Experiment 2
Aross Surfae (W/cm2sr) 400±56 398±56
Through Surfae (W/cm2sr) 116±16 129±18
Ratio 0.29±0.06 0.32±0.07
A. Equilibrium Computational Analysis
Computational modelling of the equilibrium region observed when viewing aross the surfae
of the model was arried out using the spetral modelling program Speair [39℄. The pressure in
eah simulation was set using the measured pitot pressure values and the gas hemistry was set to
equilibrium as alulated by CEA [26℄. The depth of radiating ow eld for these simulations was
set to 90mm for the aross surfae omparisons and 5.5mm for the through surfae omparisons.
The temperature was seleted based on the best t with measured spetra. Using this approah the
equilibrium temperatures were found to be 9,900K and 12,400K for Conditions 1 and 2 respetively.
The omparison of omputed and measured spetra are presented in Figures 17 and 18.
The omputed and measured spetra show very good agreement aross the spetral range. The
only notable disrepany is the hydrogen Lyman-alpha peak at 122 nm and this is due to the spetral
modelling ode not inluding hydrogen emission. The exellent agreement indiates that there is no
attenuation of the measured signal by oxygen or water vapour in the optial path.
A similar approah was applied in the omputation of through surfae spetra with the depth
of radiating ow eld set to the shok stand o distane. It is urrently not possible to set slabs
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Fig. 17 Measured and omputed spetra for the aross surfae viewing diretion at Condition
1.
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Fig. 18 Measured and omputed spetra for the aross surfae viewing diretion at Condition
2.
of varying properties in Speair and therefore the entire shok stand o was assumed to be in
thermohemial equilibrium at the same onditions as the aross surfae omputations. The results
of this simulation are presented in Figures 19 and 20.
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Fig. 19 Measured and omputed spetra for the through surfae viewing diretion at Condition
1.
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Fig. 20 Measured and omputed spetra for the through surfae viewing diretion at Condition
2.
The omputed spetra showed good agreement with the measured values down to 124 nm. Below
124 nm there are disrepanies at the hydrogen Lyman-alpha line as disussed earlier and three
atomi nitrogen lines. The disrepany in the atomi nitrogen lines is believed to be a result of
assuming the entire shok layer is in thermohemial equilibrium. Future modelling of the spetrum
oupled with omputational simulations providing non-equilibrium temperatures and gas hemistry
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will be used to investigate this disrepany. The omputed spetral radiane values are also shown
to be in very good agreement with the measured values and are detailed in Table 7.
Table 7 Total VUV radiative heat ux measurements and omputed values for aross the
surfae in the uniformly radiating region and inident on the surfae. Spetral radiane
integrated between 115 nm and 180 nm.
Condition 1
Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Computed
Aross Surfae (W/cm2sr) 28.8±4.0 30.8±4.3 26.0
Through Surfae (W/cm2sr) 7.7±1.1 7.2±1.0 7.3
Ratio 0.27±0.05 0.23±0.04 0.28
Condition 2
Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Computed
Aross Surfae (W/cm2sr) 400±56 398±56 449
Through Surfae (W/cm2sr) 116±16 129±18 138
Ratio 0.29±0.06 0.32±0.07 0.31
1. Simulated Spetrum Sensitivity to Temperature
The sensitivity of the simulated spetrum enables a measure of the auray of the omputed
equilibrium temperature. Simulations were arried out at temperature dierenes of 500K, 200K
and 100K to the equilibrium temperature mathed with experimental results. The gas hemistry and
pressure were kept onstant at the mathed equilibrium spetra values. The results for Condition 1
and 2 are presented in Figures 21 and 22.
It is apparent that the VUV spetra omputed are highly sensitive to temperature aross the
entire measurement range. Spetral line peak intensities at 149 nm and 174 nm were ompared and
normalised at the value that mathed best with experiments, as shown in Table 8. A hange in
temperature of 500K at Condition 1 redues the intensity by approximately 40% for both spetral
lines and a hange as small as 100K produes an intensity variation of 10%. It an be estimated
that the measured spetrum an be used to aurately infer the temperature of the radiating shok
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Fig. 21 Air radiation emission at varying temperatures through a 90mm line of sight. Tem-
peratures simulated are 9,800K, 9,700K and 9,400K to ompare with the value determined
for Condition 1 of 9,900K.
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Fig. 22 Air radiation emission at varying temperatures through a 90mm line of sight. Temper-
atures simulated are 11,900K, 12,200K and 12,300K to ompare with the value determined
for Condition 2 of 12,400K.
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layer to within ±200K, or 2% at 9,900K.
There was lower variation observed in the intensity with respet to temperature of the two
spetral lines ompared at Condition 2. A 500K variation produed a 25-28% hange in spetral
line intensity and a 100K hange produed only a 5-6%. These variations are muh lower than
those alulated for Condition 1 and show that the higher temperature gas spetra is less sensitive
to temperature. Based on these alulations, it an be approximated that a hange in temperature
of 300K will produe a variation of less than 15%, and therefore it is estimated that the auray
of the inferred shok layer temperature at Condition 2 is 2.5%.
Table 8 Simulated intensities for 149 nm and 174 nm spetral lines at a range of temperatures
omparable to Conditions 1 and 2 stagnation onditions.
149 nm Line 174 nm Line
Temperature (K) Spetral Radiane Normalised at Spetral Radiane Normalised at
(W/cm2sr) maximum temperature (W/cm2sr) maximum temperature
Condition 1
9,400 4,820 0.59 5,980 0.62
9,700 6,600 0.82 8,050 0.83
9,800 7,390 0.90 8,850 0.91
9,900 8,170 1.00 9,710 1.00
Condition 2
11,900 48,800 0.72 65,500 0.73
12,200 59,600 0.88 78,000 0.80
12,300 63,500 0.94 82,500 0.94
12,400 67,700 1.00 87,200 1.00
VI. Conlusions
This study has produed alibrated measurements in the VUV spetral range aross and through
the surfae of a at model at two onditions representative of re-entry ows in the X2 expansion
tube. This study has outlined an approah that an be employed to overome the hallenges of
measuring spetral data in the VUV. The system produed has shown repeatability to be within
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15% for spetral line emission and 12% for integrated spetral intensity. The integrated variation
between experiments dropped to below 10% with addition of an evauated light tube to remove a
potentially variable amount of signal absorption in the test setion.
The inident radianes measured between 115 nm and 180 nm were 7.5±1.0W/cm2sr for the
10.0 km/s ight equivalent veloity ondition and 123±17W/cm2sr for the 12.2 km/s ight equiv-
alent veloity ondition. Simulations at equilibrium gas omposition were onduted using the
spetral modelling program Speair. The simulations provided exellent agreement for aross sur-
fae spetral measurements and good agreement for the through surfae spetral measurements.
There were disrepanies in all omparisons at the 122 nm hydrogen Lyman-alpha line and this was
due to hydrogen not being inluded in the spetral modelling. The through surfae viewing diretion
omparison also resulted in disrepanies at wavelengths below 124 nm and these were attributed
to the assumption that the entire shok layer is in equilibrium for omputational purposes.
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